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“new” and the “old” interpretation of
the rule), only one of them was eligible
for rollover. However, he went on to
make matters worse. He used the money
from his IRA distributions to buy the
investment property outside of his IRA.
He then intended to put the property into
his IRA, completing what he thought
would be a 60-day rollover.

The IRS denied a taxpayer’s request
to waive the 60-day rollover rule when he
couldn’t prove that his medical condition
affected his ability to timely rollover IRA
distributions. He tried to buy real estate
as an IRA investment but didn’t know
how to do it properly despite
He used the money
having a team of professional
60 days passed rather
from his IRA
advisors.
quickly, and at that time,
distributions to
neither Frank, nor his “crack”
buy the investment
Facts of the PLR
team of experts, realized that
property outside
his investment property had
of his IRA. He then
“Frank’s” intention was
not yet been placed into his
intended to put the
to buy an investment property
IRA. To try and resolve his
property into his IRA.
and “place it into” his selfdilemma, Frank submitted a
directed IRA. To make sure everything private letter ruling (PLR) request to the
was done correctly, he hired a CPA, IRS, asking for an extension of the 60lawyer, financial advisor and a realtor to day rollover period so he could eliminate
help him with the transaction. So far, so the taxes on the IRA distributions.
good. On February 1, 2013 and February
6, 2013, Frank took two IRA distributions
In his request, Frank placed no blame
that he used to buy the investment at all on his financial advisor or other
property. By doing so, Frank had already professionals, such as his CPA or lawyer.
doomed his transaction to failure. He He did not claim that they had made a
had taken two distributions from one mistake or that they had given him bad
IRA on two different dates and following advice. In fact, Frank represented that
the once-per-year rollover rule (both the he, and not his professional advisors, had
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